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MARGARET KELLEHER: INTRODUCTION
In 2016, New Island Books published The Glass Shore, an anthology
of short stories by women writers from the North of Ireland, edited
by Sinéad Gleeson. This collection of twenty-five stories, ranging
from late nineteenth-century authors such as Rosa Mulholland to
contemporary writers including Lucy Caldwell and Roisı́n O’Donnell,
followed Gleeson’s first anthology of short stories by Irish women,
The Long Gaze Back, published a year before. The immediate
popularity of both anthologies and the acclaim they received – as
evident, for example, in their being awarded the Bord Gáis Best
Irish-Published Book of the Year in successive years, 2015 and
2016 – clearly demonstrates readers’ interest in new discoveries of
(and occasionally re-encounters with) literary works by these women.
Gleeson’s editorial choices are lively and refreshing: both anthologies
span an impressive historical range and both also include new
and unpublished writing, in response to editorial invitation. Writers,
Gleeson tells us, ‘were given a word count, but no thematic guide’,1

and this openness results in a compelling diversity of topic. In her
insightful introduction to The Glass Shore, writer Patricia Craig (herself
an influential anthologist) observes that ‘The North of Ireland
functions as a theme, a setting, a background, a place to own or
to repudiate, to wonder at or take for granted – or simply as
the birthplace of the authors assembled so felicitously by Sinéad
Gleeson. Home ground, broken ground, a place apart: view it as you
will’ (TGS, 7).

‘The mark of any culture’s literary sense of self’, Seth Lerer writes,
‘lies in the way in which it makes anthologies.’2 And in remarks that
serve both as reminder and release from the ideological scars of
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anthology making in Irish culture, Leah Price has commented that
anthologies ‘are more than a referendum. They determine not simply
who gets published or what gets read, but who reads, and how’.3

Gleeson’s anthologies are designed with readers clearly in mind, and
with a keen eye to generating new readers and to keeping their
interest. In her preface to The Long Gaze Back, her enthusiasm for her
material is infectious as is her positive tone regarding what she terms
‘a palpable energy’ in contemporary Irish writing,4 and this continues
in The Glass Shore. On the issue of reader expectations that ‘given the
geographic focus of this book’ the stories ‘would deal with conflict or
religion’, her response conveys a welcome enlargement of theme:
‘Some stories do, but many engage in a broader kind of politics: of the
personal, of bodies, of borders’ (TGS, 3).

Anthologies by their nature offer readers the opportunity for two
kinds of reading: intensive reading of selected texts and extensive
reading across the diversity of authors featured. At their best, they
point to further reading outside their covers and to longer-term
relationships with the writers on offer. To stage and share examples of
these ‘reading dynamics’, I invited seven contributors (academics,
creative writer, post-graduate students) to choose and respond to an
author or authors featured in The Glass Shore. In their allocated word-
count (1,000 words!) they engage with the selected stories intensively
by way of theme, subject matter, and form, and extensively not only
across their chosen author’s wider career but also with respect to the
cultural impact of her writing. Their responses will, I hope, encourage
others to read and re-read this rich anthology and the work of the
twenty-five women from the North of Ireland which it celebrates.

SHEILA MCWADE: JANET MCNEILL
‘The Girls’ by Janet McNeill (1907–1994) was recently rediscovered as a
newspaper clipping among the late author’s papers that form the
nucleus of the new Janet McNeill Archive at Queen’s University,
Belfast. Established by me in 2013 as part of ongoing research about
this forgotten woman writer who wrote prolifically and incisively in
and about Northern Ireland of the post-war, pre-Troubles era, the
Archive contains this literary treasure plus four other forgotten short
stories. Until the publication of The Glass Shore, McNeill was neither
remembered nor acknowledged as a short story writer.

‘The Girls’ first, and last, appeared in The Irish Press on 28 November
1968 in the early days of David Marcus’ formidable literary editorship
and Marcus published two other McNeill stories, ‘A Lovely Time’ and
‘Sometimes on Tuesdays’, in 1969 and 1971 respectively. That she was
recognised by such a keen literary eye should have encouraged
McNeill to write more in the form, but arguably by this time her most
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productive writing days were behind her. Given the considerable body
of literary fiction she created including ten novels between 1955 and
1967, it is indeed a great pity that she seemed unable to exploit the
short story more fully during her later years. Immediately several
explanations present themselves. As ever with women writers, the
domestic sphere contributed to McNeill’s decline in fiction output:
ongoing family and home responsibilities, her freelance journalism
mainly for Homes & Gardens, her activities on the Juvenile Bench and
the BBC Advisory Board, and, most crucially for McNeill, a permanent
move away from the place that inspired much of her work. McNeill
spent the last thirty years of her life in Bristol and there she continued
to produce highly regarded children’s literature. While the Archive
reveals that McNeill did not forget Ireland – in a 1971 interview in the
periodical Signal5 she mentions her sadness at the growing Troubles in
Northern Ireland – Ireland, North and South, forgot her.

However, a great debt is owed to those few who kept the memory of
her writings alive. Principal among these is the Belfast writer and poet
Ruth Carr. Carr (as Ruth Hooley) edited The Female Line (1985)6, the
first anthology of women’s writing from Northern Ireland which
included an extract from McNeill’s fourth novel A Furnished Room
(1958). Carr met McNeill in the 1980s and it was she who introduced
this writer to McNeill’s work, namely the welcome 1984 Blackstaff
Press/Arlen House reprint of her eighth novel The Maiden Dinosaur
(1964). Its Anthony Green cover featuring a hallucinatory, chintzy tea
party befits the psychological distortion of lives lived in a repressed,
Ulster Protestant, urban, middle-class milieu. This environment was
McNeill’s feeding ground. Similarly the 1988 Virago reprint of
Tea at Four O’Clock (1956) features a sensitively painted Patrick
Tuohy portrait of a diffident girl, and which evokes the sympathetic
central character Laura Percival. Laura strives to endure but
finally breaks down under the pressure of a repressive family life in
middle-class East Belfast. Both covers are wholly germane to the
content of each book.

McNeill explored her themes with an admirably incisive restraint that
produced great prose and memorable characters, and this
temperateness is well displayed in ‘The Girls’. An exiled Ulster
couple return from London for Alice’s school reunion at a seaside
hotel ‘in the town that had been their home’ (TGS, 122). Through John’s
eyes the reader observes ‘the girls’, a familiar grouping in McNeill’s
work through which she unflinchingly examines the damage habitual
friendships wreak in the lives of women haphazardly grouped together
as girls within a restrained Ulster Protestant gentility. Ritualised
behaviour rooted in the past, such as the reunion or John’s childhood
game of marbles on the gravestone during his walk, is another recurring
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McNeill theme. Crucially, she writes with equal facility about both men
and women. She also subtly alludes to the ever-present, unchanging
role of the Church and religion in Northern Irish society: John’s marbles
unerringly land and stick in the grooved ‘O’s in the engraved words
‘TO THE GLORY OF GOD’ (TGS, 127). But the story’s most striking
feature is exile from Ireland in favour of metropolitan England. In
London Alice is a shy provincial type; back in Ulster she assumes the
role of the conquering hero. Similarly, national television personality
John awaits recognition by Alice’s friends but is disappointed when
tragedy intervenes. The couple beat a hasty retreat to Aldergrove
airfield and a late flight back to London.

This departure mirrors McNeill’s permanent leave-taking for Bristol
in 1964. Poignantly, in several detailed lists of writing ideas, contained
in the Archive, homesickness recurs several times. One handwritten
annotation reads: ‘Homesickness: from which I have suffered all my
life and can write with feeling.’ Written and published after her own
exile from Northern Ireland, the story prompts a crucial canonical
question: where was ‘home’ for Janet McNeill? Dublin-born to Ulster
parents in pre-partition Ireland before school in England and
university in Scotland, her 1929 return to the new state of Northern
Ireland provided the locus for much of her best writing. So is she Irish?
Anglo-Irish? Or a ‘British provincial writer’ as contentiously described
by Gerardine Meaney?7 Canonical ascriptions of McNeill will form the
basis of future research; but she is primarily a Belfast writer. Despite
her comparatively small output in the short-story form, Janet McNeill
wrote here with her usual insightful intelligence and a deeply felt
humanity about a small patch of ground that is the North of Ireland. In
so doing she created a world crying out to be read.

GEORGE LEGG: MARY BECKETT
In December 2012, Belfast City Council voted to limit the number of
days that the Union Flag could fly from the City Hall. The response
was a series of violent protests by those who felt their cultural identity
was threatened by this ruling. Over the course of three months, there
were over 200 arrests for public disorder as bricks, petrol bombs,
plastic bullets and water cannons returned to Belfast’s streets.8 All in
all this was a very public affair. But it was also nothing new. When
Basil Brooke introduced the Flags and Emblems Act of 1954, the fallout
had been just as heated – albeit in an inverse direction. Then it was the
North’s Nationalist community who felt excluded by the prohibition.
But they also made their disquiet known through public violence – a
crowd of 10,000 descending into a ‘major riot’ when police tried to
prevent the flying of an Irish flag in Tyrone.9 In 1954, as in 2012,
attempts to police Northern Ireland’s flags and emblems triggered
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public demonstrations. It is, therefore, relatively unsurprising that
Mary Beckett’s fictional depiction of this theme should likewise see
these markers as charged with a seemingly insurmountable toxicity.
Yet the structural nuances Beckett adds to her handling of such a ‘live’
political issue also serve to reconfigure our perception of the violence
these symbols generate.

Published one year after the Flags and Emblems Act of 1954,
Beckett’s short story recounts the drama with which the Union Flag is
carried – symbolically at least – into the otherwise isolated experience
of a Nationalist family during a day of Loyalist celebrations. Like so
much of Beckett’s writing, the story centres upon a father-daughter
relationship. But the basis of their interaction hinges, crucially, upon
the actions of another: Fergus, their respective son and brother. Fergus
is a prominent figure in the town’s Nationalist community, ‘busy
every night with the Hibernian Hall’ (TGS, 137). But this unrelenting
commitment to the Nationalist cause also creates tensions at home and
the narrative is propelled by Fergus’s inability to incorporate his
Loyalist wife, Rachel, into his public persona. Angered by ‘the affairs
that kept Fergus from her’, Rachel gives their son the Union Flag to
hold (TGS, 138). While Fergus is shocked by this act, he does not
overturn it – a decision that will have him ostracised by the
Nationalist community when their son is subsequently seen holding
the flag in public.

As this suggests, Beckett is alive to the depths of Northern Ireland’s
divisions – something made all the more prescient by the persistence
of flag induced disorder fifty seven years after her story was first
published. Yet there is something far more profound in Beckett’s
depiction of what we might tentatively term Rachel’s flag protest. For
one thing, it is an act that carries an implicit violence – a fact registered
by Beckett’s closing description of how Rachel’s behaviour ‘had
impaled’ Fergus. But alongside this, the incident carries particular
weight because it is one that originates from, and is motivated by, an
interior experience. Not only is their son given ‘the flag in the hall’,
but the impulse for this act is driven by a gulf in his parent’s
personal relationship: ‘a moment’s blind anger against the affairs that
kept Fergus from her’ (TGS, 138). In a mark of Beckett’s craft, she
exacerbates this fusion of private violence and public display through
the structural qualities of the short story itself. This genre’s economy of
setting, narrative, and action allows Beckett to communicate the public
damage of this private conflict through another layer of intimacy. At
first, we do not learn of these events directly. Instead they are initially
relayed to us through the ellipses of another encounter; that is, through
the suppositions that subtend an argument between Fergus’s nameless
sister and their equally anonymous father.
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The spaces traversed by these two characters are crucial to Beckett’s
rethinking of public space. Although it is marching season, the
exteriors of this story are areas of relative tranquility. We open, for
example, with Fergus’s sister ‘dreaming’ amongst ‘sand dunes’ (TGS,
133). She soon returns home having heard ‘shots’, but even these are
disconnected from any public events (TGS, 133). Instead they are, we
are told in the ‘dark hall’ of her father’s house, ‘an echo’ – a
reverberation implicitly linked to the fact that her ‘father’s in bad
form’ (TGS, 134). As this again suggests, if there is any oppression to
be found in this short story, it is in the private intimacies of the family
home. Indeed, against the background of Loyalist display, the father’s
‘house was closed tight, door bolted, the snib on the window’
(TGS, 134). Countering the 1954 Act – which assumed ‘a breach of the
peace’ could only be manifested externally – Beckett seizes upon the
house’s dark interior to demonstrate how the disquiet carried by
Northern Ireland’s flags and emblems can actually emanate in
private.10 In the scene featuring the ‘defenceless’ Aunt (TGS, 134),
public display performs a very private violence – one that is defined in
explicit contrast to the freedoms of those who were ‘out all day’.
‘Cooped up’ like a domestic animal, the Aunt is forced to take
defensive action as the ceremonies intensify outside. Encased in
darkness, the thuds from the street reverberate with an added
urgency – amplifying the Aunt’s vulnerability as if each noise
echoed with the charge of gunfire. Private space may well offer a
means of seclusion or escape, but against this particular backdrop such
interiority seems only to exacerbate the danger.

Sound and structure are, then, integral to Beckett’s argument. But
while she is not quite engaged in an aesthetic impropriety – those
enigmatic modes of writing Clair Wills would advocate in the
1990s – Beckett’s insistence that the private domain is violated by a
public politics is significant nonetheless.11 Indeed, if nothing else, her
framing of ‘Flags and Emblems’ as a story of domestic conflict helps us
redefine the parameters of the Troubles that would dominate, and
continue to haunt, the North. Rather than viewing this as a battlefield
in which the principal action unfolded outdoors, Beckett’s writing
helps to illustrate the internal dynamics of sectarianism, in a conflict
whose actions penetrate domestic space and reverberate across
private domains.

EAMONN HUGHES: CAROLINE BLACKWOOD
To say that Caroline Blackwood’s ‘Taft’s Wife’ is well chosen is
not only to praise Sinéad Gleeson’s editorial skill but also to notice
the consistency that runs through Blackwood’s writing despite
its scattered and sporadic appearance. Starting with the collection
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For All that I Found There (1973), a gathering of Fiction, Fact and Ulster,
as its three parts are called, and moving through novels, short stories,
biography (notably that of the Duchess of Windsor) and reportage on
Greenham Common (On the Perimeter, 1984) and hunting (In the Pink,
1987), Blackwood’s writing moves through forms, genres, subjects,
settings, and themes in what only appear to be arbitrary ways. As the
‘Reader’s Note’ to The Last of the Duchess (1995) puts it, the book ‘is
not intended to be read as a straight biographical work. It is an
entertainment, an examination of the fatal effects of myth, a dark fairy
tale’.12 (The refusal to stick to the ‘straight biographical’ approach
meant that the text could not be published until after the death of what
Blackwood refers to in the ‘Preface’ as the Duchess of Windsor’s
‘necrophiliac lawyer Maı̂tre [Suzanne] Blum’.)13 This, in general terms,
is Blackwood’s territory. The largely realist settings and situations of
her work provide her with the opportunity to explore deeper and
more slant aspects of existence. Although usually written in a clear
prose style, often with first person narrators, the conversational style of
characters is often formal and even stilted; like William Trevor,
Blackwood’s representation of dialogue reveals that for many of her
characters language emphasises the distance between people rather
than being any aid to communication. Other techniques reinforce such
distancing. In both Great Granny Webster (1977) and The Fate of Mary
Rose (1981), for example, the first person narrators, written in such a
manner that we cannot even be sure of their unreliability, often give
over large chunks of the narration to second- and even third-hand
accounts of events and people.

‘Taft’s Wife’ (originally published as ‘The Lunch’ in The Observer
in 1978 and then collected in Good Night Sweet Ladies, 1983) begins
with several such distancing manoeuvres. Taft’s awareness, during
a phone call, of Mrs Ripstone’s ‘affected . . . unpleasantly over-ladylike
accent’ masking ‘some coarser, underlying accent’ (TGS, 141) is
reinforced by his knowledge that his mental image of her does
not match the facts he has on file. The story presents us with a
situation which for many writers would be the basis for a piece
of naturalism. Taft, a social worker, arranges ‘meetings between
abandoned children and abandoning mothers’ (TGS, 149). In this
case he is re-uniting the now, by her own lights, very respectable
Mrs Ripstone with the son, Anthony, whom she had abandoned
fourteen years previously. There is, as one might expect, a
narrative here of a traumatised child but it exists only at the
periphery of the story as it develops. In terms of the surface
narrative, what we are presented with is a variation on a situation
that appears in a number of Blackwood’s stories as it becomes
clear to Taft that Mrs Ripstone is more intent on seducing him than
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on exhibiting any maternal affection or allowing this re-union to affect
her in any way.

It is possible to see in ‘Taft’s Wife’ another variation on a family
structure that underpins much of Blackwood’s writing: the absent
father, the non-maternal mother, and the largely abandoned child.
This structure arises from Blackwood’s own life but we should also
note that it is a structure that is found throughout Big House writing in
which fathers are, if not absent or dead, so ineffective that they may as
well be, and mothers and mother figures are frequently monstrous.
This overlap is not surprising given Blackwood’s aristocratic
background, and it is all too easy to be distracted by her colourful
and varied life. The child of privilege, she was also a wild child before
the term was invented, and wife and muse (a dangerous one according
to her biographer) to three male artists: a painter (Lucian Freud), a
composer (Israel Citkowitz), and a poet (Robert Lowell). What makes
this temptation all the stronger is that Blackwood makes frequent
appearances in her own writing. For example, Great Granny Webster
was supposedly disbarred from winning the 1977 Booker Prize
by Philip Larkin on the grounds that it was autobiographical.
The unnamed narrator is largely based on Blackwood, and her
desultory quest to understand her rigidly upright great grandmother
is in turn a way to glean more information about her dead father. To
read this as simply autobiographical is to overlook both the novel’s
kinship with Big House fiction, and the fact that it is a series of
character studies: Great Granny Webster, Cousin Kathleen, Aunt
Lavinia, Tommy Redcliffe, grandfather and grandmother Dunmartin
among others are all much more central and much more richly
described than is the narrator. This deflected form of autobiography
may be common in women’s writing but is also of a piece with
Blackwood’s new journalistic approach to reportage in which the
writer’s presence in the story is part of a general challenge to the
supposedly impartial manner of more conventional journalism.

As they meet over lunch, Taft, Mrs Ripstone, and Anthony form a
pseudo-family. Anthony’s ‘need to establish some form of identity’
(TGS, 149) is acknowledged by Taft, but for Mrs Ripstone, in the gothic
imagery that recurs in Blackwood’s writing, he is ‘an unwelcome ghost
from her past that she would like exorcised’ (TGS, 152). As she turns
her attention to Taft the boy ‘cease[s] to exist for his mother’ (TGS, 154)
and the flirtation robs Anthony’s tragedy of any dignity. While Mrs
Ripstone is haunted by the past, Taft’s ‘ugly fantasy’ (TGS, 159) about
the possible outcome of their flirtation develops into an hallucination
of this same moment being repeated fourteen years in the future with
Mrs Ripstone, another unwanted child and another social worker. This
grotesque possibility is averted only by the appearance of another
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ghost-like figure: Taft’s wife. ‘[T]his mythical and ill-fated figure’
(TGS, 147) who ‘had been killed in a car crash just a few weeks after he
married her’ (TGS, 146–7) is Taft’s invention. She is his way of
avoiding emotional entanglements with women. She is also, for
readers, the figure who provides the final shift in the story as it
moves from naturalistic premise through a grotesque, even bleak
representation of human relationships, into an unsettlingly absurd
evasion of resolution.

LIA MILLS: FRANCES MOLLOY
‘The Devil’s Gift’ is set during a time when many of the convent-based
stories that shock us now were still happening: the laundries,
industrial schools, forced adoptions and unmarked graves, babies
sold abroad. How, we ask ourselves, did no one see what was going
on? Why did no-one cry foul? What were we thinking?

It’s easy to mock the effects of a Catholic convent upbringing on the
Irish psyche. I’ve done it myself, in essays and in stories told at dinner
parties. Novels and plays on the topic have amused sophisticated
readers for as long as there have been sophisticated readers to amuse.
But turn those stories over, unpick the seams, and lay their innards
bare and they’re not quite so funny. Sometimes they did real harm, the
kind of harm that’s hard to articulate.

Frances Molloy’s story is set in a fictional convent north of the
border – a world Molloy knew well, having been a nun herself. This
convent is not a school but its protagonist, Clair Ryan, is young when
she enters and must be educated, first as a postulant, then a novice.14

I was never a nun but I grew up in a series of convent boarding schools
from the age of six and I recognise elements of the story’s atmosphere,
the language and rituals that Clair encounters. I was lucky: mine was a
time when cracks in convent walls had widened enough to allow
admission to day-pupils and lay-teachers. Soon, television, pirate
radio stations, air travel, and feminism tore the last clerical shutters
from our minds. Europe was on the horizon, with its civil rights and
equality legislation.

Let’s not forget that legislation, ever, or that we needed European
courts to implement it. Please, let’s not ever forget that.

Molloy’s convent has a strict rule of silence, excepting only periods
of instruction and the limited conversation allowed during recreation.
A nun must forget her previous life entirely. Friendship is forbidden.
Nuns must ‘keep proper custody’ of eyes, lips, hands, minds
(TGS, 190). When working with a companion, they must utter – and
count – ceaseless ejaculations. The counting is important, to reckon
the number of indulgences gained. This practice makes thinking
impossible. Clair must follow a Holy Rule she is not allowed to read; it
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is quoted to her instead. She is told that ‘With the vow of obedience,
sisters give up all rights to personal opinions. From today on, for the
rest of your life, you must submit your will, in all humility, to that of
your superiors who have been invested with authority from God’
(TGS, 191).

Custody. Rule. Order. Obedience. These are authoritarian terms.
Frequent ritual humiliations punctuate the day: kissing the floor,
kneeling while spoken to by a superior. If a nun sins, she must
prostrate herself, publicly, before the evening meal. She must confess,
beg forgiveness from her fellow nuns and crawl from one to another
begging morsels of food. Clair has to do this on an almost nightly
basis. She’s told that it’s the will of God if her fellow nuns misjudge
her, a trial that will generate true humility. Despite all this, Clair
evolves from uncertain beginnings into an articulate, expressive
individual, as clear-seeing and -thinking as her name suggests.
In challenging the tyrannical Reverend Mother (ironically, Mother
Virtue) she incurs the older woman’s dangerous hatred.

This comes to a head after a bizarre scene where the novices witness
Sister Mary Helen, ‘knee-deep in an open sewer, shovelling shit,
sanitary towels and boxes of chocolates out onto the ground’ (TGS,
198). Later, Mother Virtue accuses Clair of having stolen the chocolates
and flushed them down the toilet, necessitating Mary Helen’s
intervention. When Clair out-reasons her, Mother Virtue tries first to
coax, then to force, her to confess, even though they both know she’s
not guilty. The request is framed as a moral imperative: ‘to refuse to
come to agreement with others when reason or occasion demand it, is a sign
of pride and obstinacy’ (TGS, 201).

She threatens Clair with the police. ‘You will be arrested and
charged with theft. Your name will be in all the papers. Your family
will be in disgrace.’ In a nice echo of religious grammar, Clair answers:
‘So be it . . . I will get a fair hearing in a court. I have nothing to fear
from newspapers either. They’d love to hear all about you. Call
whoever you like, I will not be bullied. I will not lie’ (TGS, 202–3).
Irrationality exposed, Mother Virtue shrieks and kicks. The mistress of
novices asks Clair to see this experience as a test, proof of God’s love.
Clair wonders if other novices have undergone similar trials to
ascertain their worthiness but given the rule of silence it’s impossible
to ask.

Time passes. Clair imagines she misjudged her Superior until she is
summoned and expelled from the community. She has ‘defiled’ her
nun’s habit for the last time. There is a tellingly spiteful gesture with
money. Despite Clair’s shock and grief, the reader wants to cheer as
she opens the door and steps out into light and air, where her father
waits to bring her home.
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Entering a convent could be a positive choice at a time when
other career options didn’t exist for women. Convent life was an
alternative to marriage, uncontrolled pregnancies and injuriously
frequent, often fatal, childbirth. And of course individual nuns could
be – are – decent, well-intentioned women. But Molloy’s story reveals
a corrupt process of indoctrination where ideology and the institution
demand absolute loyalty at the expense of individual conscience and,
crucially, accurate perception. What you think happened didn’t
really happen. If it did happen, it means something else. You
deserved it; you asked for it; it was for your own good; it was the
will of God. Maybe you’re being tested. Maybe it’s a trick. Maybe
nothing happened. Nothing happened.

CAROLINE MAGENNIS: UNA WOODS AND LINDA ANDERSON
Una Woods and Linda Anderson produced two of the most striking
novels set during the Northern Irish Troubles. Both published in 1984,
Woods’ Dark Hole Days and Anderson’s To Stay Alive are powerful,
nightmarish visions of the effects of violence. The stories in The Glass
Shore, however, showcase their range in theme and style as these
narratives play with the boundaries between fantasy and reality to
tease out the continuing power of storytelling. Both stories feature
moments of amnesia, self-revelation, and formal reflexivity. Woods’
‘The Diary: An Everyday Fable’ is narrated from the alternating
perspectives of an unnamed man and an unidentified iron object. The
man expresses frustrations at his own inarticulacy and says his life
‘has been a contradiction of worth. I am a fire someone had forgotten
to light, an empty ship too heavy to float’ (TGS, 208). In this story, the
metal objects (a water tank, a car engine, and ‘the iron thing’) have
more connection with their own narrative as they tell their stories to
each other to try to make sense of how they ended up in a scrap metal
warehouse. The human, by contrast, is unable to consider his own
biography a fit subject even for his own private diary. These ‘objects’
have what Jane Bennett describes as a vital materiality in Vibrant
Matter (2009) as she poses the question ‘Who would choose metal as the
symbol of vitality?’.15

Recent Northern Irish fiction has increasingly become concerned
with the representation of the interaction between the natural and
manmade world, suggesting the first shoots of an eco-centric turn.
Roisı́n O’Donnell employs a similar technique in her story ‘Titanium
Heart’ from her collection Wild Quiet (2016), in which the metal of
Sheffield, the ‘Steel City’, turns molten following a dreadful loss. In
O’Donnell’s story, the melded landscape also gives away to something
lush and green. For Woods, the metal objects seek connection with the
organic world: the engine vividly imagines the smell of grass and
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hedgerows. The iron thing scratches notes wherever it can, in a stream-
of-consciousness style, which focuses on the sounds, smells, and sights
of the natural environment. Both the iron thing and its owner have
issues with memory: the former can’t articulate his past usage (‘there
seemed to be something blocking it from such straightforward
memories’ (TGS, 211)) and the latter links his habitual falsehoods to
his inability to remember what the object was used for (‘I can’t even
remember it. Even this could be another invention’ (TGS, 213)). The
story ends with only a partial resolution: the tank is redeemed and
repurposed but the iron thing’s subjectivity is still split as it cannot recall
its use or connecting parts: ‘I am neither my broken-off self nor
my reconnected self, but a kind of glimmer of neither happening’
(TGS, 220). Its portion of the narrative ends with it continuing, and
failing, to reclaim its past: ‘staring up at the square of imperceptibly
changing light in the sky, now and then scraping on a piece of
paper’ (TGS, 220). The human protagonist finishes his attempts at
self-narration and memory work because he is engrossed in the work
of tending to his garden, suggesting the value of present-mindedness
as well as autobiography.

Anderson’s story ‘The Turn’, about a woman in hospital with
serious gynaecological issues, is similarly concerned with the
interaction of past and present. Anna, originally from Belfast but
now living in Cambridge, is resentful of being on a ward with elderly
women (‘The free fall of dementia’) following blood loss and the
discovery of ‘a mass’ (TGS, 234–5). Set on the acute assessment ward,
the story carefully charts her thoughts, rising unbidden, which focus
on her family history in Northern Ireland. The recurring metaphor of
Easter is employed, and the language of redemption and blood
sacrifice is used to figure the twin taboos of menopause and cancer.
The atheist narrator recalls how the protagonist of Thomas Mann’s
The Black Swan thought she was experiencing an ‘Easter of her
womanhood’ following a love affair but actually ‘her newly fertile
womb [was] breeding a voracious cancer’ (TGS, 236). She also recalls
her alcoholic, police reservist father who, in a clear show of patriarchal
authority, would ‘dismantle and clean his gun at the kitchen table’
(TGS, 239). Anna thinks in particular of ‘how fearful her father was,
how servile’, carrying ‘the rules’ but not ‘the solace’ of Christian
spirituality (TGS, 239). Here, patriarchal and religious control are
linked but shown to be unstable and baseless authorities as she begins,
subtly, to wrest control of her own thinking about her body against
these given scripts. Sexuality, faith, and illness mingle in these
thoughts: Mann’s widow, the Gideon Bible left in her bedside table,
and the recollection of her father haunt her as she tries to sleep before
her procedure. Following a sedative, she hallucinates Stanley
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Spencer’s 1927 painting The Resurrection: Cookham but with her ‘own
dead’ taking the place of the risen (TGS, 240–1). She recalls, vividly,
when she found a victim of a sectarian hate crime in a ditch and begins
to cry ‘until her throat ached’ (TGS, 242). This moment of catharsis
allows her an understanding that she has resisted since giving up her
faith: ‘Dark gives way to light, light to dark, no matter what.. . . She was
ready for the day, the tests, the facts. I have risen’ (TGS, 242). In a story
so located in the frailty of the human body, this final assertion marks a
kind of embodied self-knowledge.

The previous writing of Woods and Anderson, like many Troubles
stories, focused on the visceral experience of the Troubles for young
people, but these short stories showcase a new relationship with the
body as they discuss illness, ageing, memory, and the relationship
with the nonhuman. Yet these stories are also invested with concerns
that recur in both writers’ work: how do we understand our own
stories, articulate our concerns, and who will advocate for us? Both
stories feature protagonists who come to a point of owning and
accepting their past and present, and reorientate themselves towards
the possibilities of the future. Both advocate, in their own way, for the
power of the short story to hold a complex moment of transcendence
aloft for the reader and for a rethinking of the structure of authority
and relationships.

CAROLINE HEAFEY: EVELYN CONLON
Gloria Anzaldúa describes a borderland as ‘a vague and undetermined
place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is
in a constant state of transition’.16 Evelyn Conlon’s story ‘Disturbing
Words’ can be read as a writing back to Anzaldúa’s work in evoking
the relationship between place and language to query conceptions of
identity. If borders are unnatural boundaries meant to partition groups
of people, the subjective quality of a border presupposes slippages and
permeability. In ‘Disturbing Words’ language and spoken word cross
the boundary between the North of Ireland and the Republic with
more fluency than residents of the region do. The narrator, whose
gender is never revealed, returns home to Monaghan. To convey the
fluidity in language, Conlon writes from the perspective of a gender-
ambiguous narrator. Throughout the story, speech acts prompt
traversals to the border when residents physically cross over the
line. The disturbing words Conlon writes have the capacity to shift
conceptions of identity just as they are able to provoke slippages and
bridges between divided communities. As language permeates the
border, the potential for people to do so grows as well.

The first line opens the story with a question about place and
identity: ‘I know you’re wondering what I’m doing up here, not just
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up here, but here at all’ (TGS, 259). The border community is one that
the narrator presents to outsiders, but also as an outsider, as someone
who has gone away and left the region. To leave is to no longer live
between two places, but instead to pick one side or another entirely
new locale with its own imposed identities. By moving to ‘some
foreign place’ (TGS, 259), the narrator assumes the identity of the
Other. Having left, one crosses over into a different life by returning,
almost resurrected: ‘Actually, in all honesty, it’s so long since you
heard the last of me I could have been dead’ (TGS, 259). This word
choice becomes more forceful when it is revealed that the narrator
has returned for the wake and funeral of parents who have crossed
the border between life and death. Ironically, death enables
greater mobility and reinforces the stagnation of living in a border
community, unable to cross easily into the North.

Place association establishes an understanding of identity in border
communities that is conveyed through speech acts. The narrator leaves
Monaghan and moves to Dublin, ‘where they couldn’t stop hearing the
headlines in my accent, and then to further away, where it didn’t
matter’ (TGS, 263–4). The border identity, signified by accent because
of its place affiliation, initially denotes division and social conflict.
People in Dublin hear conflict in the North when the narrator speaks.
The accent performs an Othering away from the border, and only
matters less in another place entirely. Later at the funeral, the narrator
recalls how ‘Gerry, who was a perfect mimic, brought my father’s
voice straight into the room’ (TGS, 261). Gerry quotes: ‘Let’s not get
lazy, it’s England, or Britain if you want. United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland? Not around here. . .. If we mind our
language the rest will follow’ (TGS, 261). Language reincarnates the
father, allowing his voice to re-enter the space, regardless of physical
or metaphysical boundaries. Gerry’s linguistic mimicry then produces
a moment of silence: ‘And we all stayed quiet in honour of the man
who had thought that language mattered and the woman who liked
the sound of the truth’ (TGS, 261). The mourners’ silence paradoxically
replaces language performance to mark the parents’ absences.

These linguistic performances of locational identity also allow for
slippages from one place to another. The border is observed ‘as people
have always done, that is, people who have lived on borders, who
have heard the river running from one place to the other, not
hesitating as it crosses the line’ (TGS, 262). The river cannot be stopped
from crossing over, a permeability that is found first in nature, and
then in human nature too. Songs are sung into the night and become
metaphorically intertwined with the river’s behavior, sounds that
cannot be contained by the legislative divide: ‘The songs had
happened, tied in with each other, ebbing and flowing all night’
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(TGS, 262). The slipping into song then provokes explicit conversation
about the border as a part of the landscape: ‘After the cattle had been
successfully got into the new field and had disappeared in a cloud of
joy to its far corners of shining abundant grass, the conversation slid
into border things. It must have been the songs that did it, or Gerry
seeing the soldier and feeling sad for him, because they were usually
careful to leave that sort of talk for behind their own closed doors’
(TGS, 262–3). The conversation of borders is typically contained to
where it can be controlled, behind a door. It is as though words
must also be herded to stay in their place, but still hold the potential to
cross over.

The narrator’s identity changes by her/his climbing the tree that the
government has decided to cut down because it crosses the borderline.
The non-gendered narrator as a self-described foreigner, and an
insider to this community, becomes ‘the person who went up the tree
that went over the border’ (TGS, 267). Climbing the tree as a means of
protest is a decision to live temporarily between two places.
Eventually coming down and returning ‘to the desert’ and a new
home, the narrator discusses borders with friends in the story’s
Epilogue (TGS, 267). Language again is the means of access to border
communities and to understanding how identity is determined by
place and language. Conlon skillfully uses the Epilogue to comment on
the way language is used in the previous story: fluid language
subverts binary perspectives about gender, division and legislation,
life and death. As her title implies, the boundary region is the place
where words disturb fixed notions of identity to unsettling and
memorable effects.

ELKE D’HOKER: JAN CARSON, LUCY CALDWELL,
AND ROISÍN O’DONNELL

One way to read the three final stories in this anthology, Jan Carson’s
‘Settling’, Lucy Caldwell’s ‘Mayday’, and Roisı́n O’Donnell’s ‘The
Seventh Man’ would be as representatives of the overall short fiction
output of these authors, who have all published a short story collection
to great critical acclaim in 2016. In this way, Carson’s magical-realist
story about a young woman’s sense of loss when moving from Belfast
to London is of a kind with the surrealist bent of the stories in
Children’s Children, which offer wryly comic explorations of grief and
loss. Similarly, Caldwell’s touching story about a Belfast student
terminating an unwanted pregnancy recalls the author’s sustained
exploration of the Belfast lives of girls and young women in Multitudes.
And in its retelling of the myth of the Old Woman of Beare,
O’Donnell’s ‘The Seventh Man’ brings out the multiculturalism of
Ireland’s past and present: from the Spanish soldier who was Cara’s
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first victim to the black nurse in the hospital where she is caring for her
seventh husband. This is in tune with her depiction of contemporary
Ireland as a rich tapestry of identities, histories, and perspectives in
Wild Quiet.

Yet, brought in close proximity by Sinéad Gleeson’s superb editing
in The Glass Shore, the stories also start to speak to one another and
betray several surprising similarities. Most importantly, the three
stories all retell familiar plots in new ways. Thus, ‘The Seventh Man’
revisits the mythological Gaelic figure of the Cailleach but in
O’Donnell’s update of the myth, the shape-shifting Cailleach finally
loses her heart to a man she met on Tinder, which makes her decide to
sacrifice her life in order to save his. From the story’s opening echo of
‘The Lament of the Old Woman of Beare’ (‘Ebb-tide has come to me, as
to the sea’), O’Donnell writes back to this patriarchal version of the
myth by emphasising her protagonist’s sexual passion and desire
(TGS, 365).

While O’Donnell turns to Gaelic myth and poetry, Carson and
Caldwell revisit more recent literary plots in their stories. ‘Settling’
offers a fantastical spin on the classic Irish emigration story: it
dramatizes the protagonist’s sense of being ‘split in two’ as she
discovers the ghost of her Belfast grandmother in her London
wardrobe (TGS, 349). Even as she looks forward to the new life she
and her boyfriend are embarking upon, she also cherishes this ghostly
presence. Like the magic wardrobe of that other Belfast writer, it
provides her with an at once soothing and unsettling access to
the home and family she left behind. Caldwell’s story of an
unwanted pregnancy has many literary prototypes as well. Yet, in
her twenty-first-century retelling, Caldwell carefully avoids all clichés:
the protagonist is a young middle-class Belfast student, with a liberal,
caring mother and a warm circle of friends. Although the girl herself
feels no guilt at her actions, the lingering effect of religious censure
across sectarian division is brought out by childhood memories as
well as by the intertextual references to Richard Corbet’s early
seventeenth-century ballad ‘The Fairies’ Farewell’.

Apart from these explicit intertextual links and rewriting of familiar
plots, the stories also flag their embeddedness within a larger
storytelling tradition by foregrounding the processes and effects of
storytelling. In ‘The Seventh Man’, Cara comments wryly on the
‘legends’ the locals told about her: ‘It was smokescreen rather than
sorcery. . . . They believed what they wanted to’ (TGS, 368). In
‘Mayday’, the protagonist agonises over the story of a boy who ‘died
after taking diet pills that he bought online’, while making light of a
childhood confrontation with ‘Mortal sin’ by sharing it as a funny
story with her friends (TGS, 355–6). The protagonist in ‘Settling’ too
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deals with her homesickness by recalling comic anecdotes about
Belfast with her boyfriend: ‘We open a second bottle of wine and
laugh about home. Cruelly. Fondly. With an enormous sense of relief’
(TGS, 351–2).

While highlighting the contemporary short story’s embeddedness in
a much larger storytelling tradition, these metafictional comments,
intertextual references, and retellings also carry an ideological weight.
Politics and religion typically hover on the edges of these stories. They
can be found in the childhood memories recollected in ‘Mayday’, in
Cara’s fleeing Earl and soldier husbands and in Nana’s ‘ill-defined fear
of the other sort’ in ‘Settling’ (TGS, 345). More visible are the stories’
feminist concerns. They are evident in O’Donnell’s feminist
reappropriation of a powerful Gaelic goddess, in Caldwell’s critique
of Northern Irish abortion laws and social attitudes to pregnancy, and
in Carson’s subtle distinction between her protagonist’s ambivalent
concerns about her Belfast family and her husband’s single-minded
focus on privacy, ‘anonymity’, and his ‘career’ (TGS, 345, 342).

A final remarkable similarity between the different stories is
their use of the present tense as the main narrative mode. Both in
the third-person account of ‘Mayday’ and in the first-person
narratives of ‘Settling’ and ‘The Seventh Man’, the present tense
highlights what Paul Zumthor has called ‘the presentifaction
of meaning’ in the short story: its focus on the moment and the
now, on our ‘being-in-the-present’.17 Indeed, complementary to their
embeddedness in past storytelling traditions stands the stories’ strong
rootedness in the contemporary reality of Northern Ireland, marked by
Tinder, Skype and text messages, by Ikea, Tesco and Paypal. In a
similar way, the present tense balances the familiarity of the plots
against the singular experience of the individual protagonists. This
ambivalent juxtaposition of the familiar and the new, of the generic
and the singular, is also brought out in the sudden shift to the future
tense in the final paragraphs of all three stories. On the one hand, the
future tense may signal the fated predictability of what will happen
next, as in Carson’s ‘I will be splitting in two’ (TGS, 352). On the other
hand, it can also express doubt and open-endedness, as in Caldwell’s
‘She will be one of the lucky ones. She will. She will’ (TGS, 363).
Drawing on the multiple semantic possibilities of the future tense, the
three stories thus leave their endings suspended between fate and
hope, between predictability and the promise of the new.
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